
HAROLD WEISBERG 
7627 Old Receiver Rd ,  
Frederick, MD 21702 

step. John Lewis (Georgia) 	 416/98 
House of Representatives 
Washington, De 20515 

Dear Congressman Lewis, 

The request of the King family that something like the Warren Qommission 

be established toLasess alleged new evidence supposed to relate to the assassina-

tion of Dr. Ding may be an invitation to a disaster. Idifferent inquiry is 

needed. West of that suRioeed evidence does not stack. The FBI will have little 

trouble wining that out, which will also mean more disillusionment. 

Plelease excuse my typing. I'm U5, feble and in imparied health and it can 

be no better. 

Right efter the King assassination I wrote the book Framq-P.R. After it 

appeared I was able to arrange for James Earl Ray to have pro bone counsel who 

would have no confict of interest. I was the case investigator. I alone con-

ducted the invest tion for the successful habeas corpus petition and then for 

the two Weeks of evidentiary hearing in Memphis in 1974. The evidence I developed 

and the lawyers presented confronted the judge, who wanted to continue to live in 

and sit on the la stm Gench in ;4emphisiwith what led him to say in his decision in 

which he denied Ray the trial we sought that guilt or innocence were immaterial 

to what was before him. The bests for seeking a new trial were that the guilty 

pleas eras not voluntary and th:e; ay did not have the effective assistance od 

counsel. With the country's then most famous criminal lawyer Ray's lawyer, how to 

prove he did not render effective assistance 611 to me. I decided that the only 

way was to, in effect, try the case alleged against flay. That is what we did, and 

it was without refutation. We presented what Percy Foreman, the lawyer who coerced 

4ay to enter the guilty plea, could have produced that was exculpatory and Fore-

man did not. 

The inquiry th4 is needed, at least the initial inquiry, is into the evi-

dence the government alleged amd based on which Ray was coerced by his lawyer 

to agree to the plea. None of it stacks. Not a bit of it. There was wk  t be-

lieve was perjury and its subornation to get Ray extradited and that extradition 

was in violation of the treaty with treat .13ritain on extradition. Neither the 

FBI not Tennessee authorities could even place Ray in Memphis at the time of the 

crime. The unrefuted testimony we produced is that it was physically im-

possible for the crime, for the shooting to have been as officially alleged. in 

addition, there was no proof that the fatal bullet was fired from the Hay rifle 

and the acteelity is that it was not and could not have been. 
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There is more like this Lilt i do not want to take your time for more unless 

You want more. "hick I. hope you will while I am still alive and can help do what 

can be done about that monstrous injustice. 

1 have just finished going over a little of the evidence in writing a 

book that has no prefect of publica'ion but will be a record for our history. 

The title is Whoring with History: How GeraZd Posner Protects the "ing Assassins. 

After we failed to Piet aaythe trial no Tennessee judge of the 6Frly 1970s 

would have given him, I filed C.A.75-1996 in federal district court in Washington 

for the department of Justice's and the FBI'S relevant information. They stonewalled 

that lawsuit but I nonetheless wound up xtk with about 80,000 pages that hat been 

secret. Host of that is FBI records, what it refers to as its FIRKIN records, of 

headquarters and oritbdizaix or seven fi* fficee, including Atlanta and Bir- 

mingham. 

What presents a real problem is political sUgrvival of exposing the FBI 

and exposing it is essential if there is to be an hinest inquiry. I've had 

some experience with it and it can get pretty dirty and it can hart thtse who can 

be subject to hurt, ranging from Members of Congress to Members of any Presidential 

CommLseion. (I have an FBI record from a different lawsuit in wach it records 

that as soon as the Warren Commislion was apointed it prepared, its word, "dos- 

siers" on the "embers and on the staff twice- once when appointed and again when 

the Report was issued. 

Even with Republican control of the Congrese I am inclined to believe that 

a Congressional investjlation, in which there is no executive session, might work 

better. (When I worked for the Senate in the 1930s I prepared hearings.) There 

will be those who will want to protect the reputation of the FBI in every pos- 

sible way but with any coverage, and with a stenographic record, much can be 

accomplished and I tilink that without question it can be proven that Ray was not 

the assassin. I think I have that evidence)  in part under oath in the 1E174 hear- 

ing, shish the FBI boycotted and did not appear to defend itself, and in the 

FBI's own records. 

We had a reputable criminalist who has since become more famous. His testi- 

momy was not only that the crime was impossible as alleged but that, when the 

FBI alleged that it could not determine whether or not the fatal bullet was 

fixed from the rifle that Ray bought that the specimen he examined when I took 

him to the clerk of the e4ct's +.:ffice to examine it with his microscope and to 

FtZepic4es of it was feet by test firing that rifle and recovering abecimens 
A 

he wou!.d be able to testify unequivocally that the bullet had or had not been 



fired from that rifle. en the affidavit used to extradite Ray, the FBI's 

Jb's ballistic expert attested that he could notjay that it had er had 

not been fired from that rifle. As we left the officelof tneclerk of the court, 9, 
a.vi • 

out criminalist told re he wiehed ho had specimens that good\elat/Most of his 

cases, it was teat god a specimen. 

There were those who sought benefit from making stories up and giving them 

to the government. One got away with that before the nouse committee on assassi-

nations in the 1970s. But the P.d had some good leads it did not follow up on. 

One was that with :ray in Los Angeles, he got a phone call from a man who 

gave the name James C. "ardin, fist from atlanta and then from New Urleansei 

ife left the message at the 	hotel in which Ray was then living for him to 

phone ardin. Then Hardin showed uo and it was right after that that Ray left 

on the trip east that ended with hi+being framed with the 'ing assassination. 

According to records I got in C.A.75-1996, llardin was a symbol informer of 

tlanta 	He was supposedly involved in the violence at the integration 

of the 4niversity of Mississippi where ho was allegedly known as 1;4shmore." These 

are the FBI's own records I have and while there may be some question about 

ilardin, the case agent told me he was a symbol informer, as the records states. 

Those records reflect no questioning of Hardin by the FBI! 

IOU can send anyone you'd like to search them and to copy anything wanted. 

It is not possible to avoid the suspicion that nerdin was part of setting nay 

up. This does not mean for the FBI and I  do not believe that line for a minute. 

Herdin had an Atlanta crimin4 record and he served other interests, not only 

the FBI's. I enclose a fow samples. eem 1/1.- 1-0/ D  11-1.661,412- 

There was a man who had been sent in by the international union who left it 

after the assassination, became a drunk, and in a drunken lament said he had 

advance knowledge. I develOod this without knowing that the FBI had it but 

the FBI did and dtain, it made no effort to locate and speak that man. be used 

the name "Harris." When I wrote the union seeking to learn who they had sent to 

rtemphis its genral counsel, named Zwerdling, referred me to the FJt! And sent 

it a copy or my letter and of his. 

From my work as Ray's investigator there may be some substantiation of one 

of those he , Barris, said was behind the assassination. 

If you are interested and send anyone (I cant offer to go there because it 
esered5/ 

may be too much for me) all - have is available and Yam willing to be taped and 
A 

to attest to anything I say. 

What follows is not intended as boasting. aather is it to give you reason 

to believe what 1  tell you. 
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(*et of my work has been on the assassination of President Kennedy. I've 
published about ten books, beginning with the first on that subject. It is 
severelyexti critical of many in the FFjI and who whre ,e1 the Warren Commission 
staff. In those more than JO years 1  have not bad a single phone call or lotter 
from any of them coeplaining that 1 was unfair to,hin pr inaccurate about him. 

(2. 	e es( 
When -+ put seine *formation in the hands of Senator Russell he enciforAged my 

4 
work for the rest of his life. Copies on request. He and Senator L'ooper did 
not agree with the basis of thayreport, the so-called single-bullet theory. I 
showed Ruseell, with official records, how he and Cooper had had their trust 
impsPd upon in what they had been led to believe was a compromise and wasn't. 

There is no conspiracy theorizing in any of those books. They come from 
the Glacial evidence only. 

Recently the Department of Justice inleector general, in the course of 
making a feu criticisms of the FBI'n lab', did say that it did not perjure. 
That was nut much of an inveotigation! When 1  faced its perjury inZicigi6 
CA 75-226 I put myself under oath rather than hide behind immune lawyers' 
pleadings and I swore that it had given that court pernurt. is farput 

defense which the cotIrt acteially accepted, was that I could make such charges 
ad infinitim since I knew more about the assassination and surrounding 
matters than anyone working foir the Fill . 

Thereafter 1  repeated the charge against other agents, under oath myself, 
axed while the courts ignored it, no charge was laid on me. 

If I said what 1 could not prove they'd have had me in jail so fast! 
This is the record of my books. 
No senifificant error has been shown in any of them and several federal 

agencies sure tried and wanted to find errors in them! 
Congressman, I ask nothing for myself in this but I do hope that what can 

succeed can be tried, what cannot be defecated as easily as the efforts to 
solve the case. That can' t be done easily when there was no official in-
vestigation of the case itself. 

There is reason to believe my lobene may not be private dly more and there 
has been theft of some of qv files but I use the phone without regard to 

eavesdropping, but the possibility of it I want you to know. ky phone is 
301/473-8186. 

With All  best wishes, 

Sincerely, ,/ 
15,  

.L'arold Weisberg 


